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ABSTRACT:As the number  of  hypertext  documents  are  increasing  continuously  day  by  day  on  world  wide  
web.  Therefore,  clustering  methods  will  be  required  to  bind  documents  into  the  clusters (repositories)  according  
to  the  similarity  lying  between  the  documents.  Various   clustering  methods  exist  such  as: Hierarchical  Based, 
K-means, Fuzzy  Logic  Based, Centroid  Based  etc. These  keyword  based  clustering  methods  takes  much  more  
amount  of  time  for  creating  containers  and  putting  documents  in  their  respective  containers.  These  traditional  
methods  use  File  Handling  techniques  of  different  programming  languages  for  creating  repositories  and  
transferring  web  documents  into  these  containers.  In  contrast,  openstack4j  SDK  is  a  new  technique  for  
creating  containers  and  shifting  web  documents  into  these  containers  according  to  the  similarity  in much  more  
less  amount  of  time  as  compared  to  the  traditional  methods.  Another  benefit  of  this  technique  is  that  this  
SDK  understands  and  reads  all  types  of  files  such  as  jpg,  html,  pdf,  doc  etc.  This  paper  compares  the  time  
required  for  clustering  of  documents  by  using  openstack4j  and  by  traditional  methods  and  suggests  various  
search  engines  to  adopt  this  technique  for  clustering  so  that  they  give  result  to  the  user  queries  in  less  
amount  of  time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There are  many  limitations  of  the  the traditional  clustering  techniques.  Therefore,  OpenStack4j  is  introduced  
which  overcomes  all  the  weaknesses  of  the  traditional  clustering  techniques.  These traditional clustering 
techniques are very time consuming.  Java  is  the   mainly  used  programming  language   these  days  but  it  cannot  
read  html,  jpg,  pdf,  format  files  directly.  Thus, conversion need to take  place  for  clustering  to occur.  This  
process takes  a  lot  of time  and  as  a  result  these  methods  of  clustering  are  slow.  On  the  other  hand,  
OpenStack4j  overcomes  this  drawback  as  it  contains  some  built-in  functions  that  are  capable  of  reading  and  
understanding  files  of  all  formats  and  transfers  them  to  their  specific  containers  in  a  very  less  amount  of  
time.OpenStack is a set of software tools and techniques for making and managing cloud computing platforms for 
publicly available as well as private clouds. Supported by few of the biggest companies in software development, as 
well as most of individual community members, many suppose and think that OpenStack is the future of cloud 
computing. OpenStack is managed by the OpenStack Foundation, a non-profit that for looks oversees both 
development and community-building around the project.OpenStack is a cloud computing operating system that 
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controls big pools of computation, storage, and networking related resources throughout a database(datacentre),all 
managed through a dashboard that gives administrators full control while providing their users to access  resources 
through a web interface.The OpenStack community collaborates around a six-month, time-based release cycle with 
frequent development milestones. During the planning phase of each product release, the community collects for an 
OpenStack Design Summit to facilitate programmer (developer) working periods(sessions) and to combine & assemble 
plans. 
 

WHAT IS OPENSTACK4J? 
Anyone may be an OpenStack user and might not even be aware of it. As more and more companies begin to adopt 
OpenStack as a part of their cloud computing toolkit, the whole universe of apps running on an OpenStack backend is 
always expanding.OpenStack4j is an open source library that provides the facility of managing an OpenStack 
deployment process. It is a fluent based Application Programming Interface giving complete and full control over 
different services of  OpenStack. 
OpenStack4j is divided into various API abstractions as Java libraries. 
 
Telemetry 
“Telemetry (Ceilometer) delivers metering and statistic measurements against OpenStack core-components. This is 
realistic (ideal) for customer account , billing and reporting of resources.” 
 Identity V2 
“The Identity (Keystone) V2 service provides the centrally availabledatabase and directory of users, endpoints, 
services, and authorization. This API is basically responsible for authorising, authenticating and providing access to all 
the other existing OpenStack services. The API also enables administrators to configure centralized access policies, 
tenants and users.” 
Network 
“The Network (Neutron) service provides "network connectivity as a service" among interface devices managed by 
another OpenStack service, basically Nova. The API allows users to create their own personal networks thereby 
attaching interfaces with them. The OpenStack4j implementation supports Ports, Subnets, Routers and Interface 
management.” 
 Compute 
“The Compute (Nova) service provides management to Servers (running virtual machines), VM Management and 
diagnostics. The API streamlines day to day management tasks and makes managing the cloud straight forward with 
fluent design.” 
Identity V3 
“The Identity (Keystone) V3 service provides the central directory of users, services, regions, groups and endpoints. 
This API is basically responsible for authorising, authenticating and providing access to all the other existing 
OpenStack services. The API also enables administrators to configure centralized access policies, projects, users and 
domains.” 
Block Storage 
“The Block Storage (Cinder) Service is a block-level storage solution that enables us in mounting drives to expand 
(scale) storage. OpenStack4j implementation completely (fully) supports all major operations.” 
Orchestration 
“Orchestration (Heat) is a service that we can use to orchestrate multiple composite cloud apps. Using OpenStack4j we 
can control Templates, Stacks, Events and Resources.” 
 Object Storage 
“Object Storage (Swift) provides persistant and reliable object storage for media and files which can be shared 
universally(globally) or kept private for connection-less (adhoc) storage.” 
 Image 
“The Image (Glance) service provides registration, discovery and delivery services for server and disk images. Stored 
images can be used as a template for quick booting of new running instances via the Compute management service.” 
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Why to use OpenStack4j? 
OpenStack is a huge and a large system to maintain and manage. It is made it easy by providing a simplistic fluent API 
and intelligent error handling process. 
Clustering 
Clustering or cluster analysis is the task of collecting and grouping a set of objects in such a manner that objects in the 
same group (called a cluster) are similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups 
(clusters). This is a major task of exploratory data mining, and a more common technique for statistical data analysis, 
used in many fields, pattern recognition, including machine learning image analysis, bioinformatics, information 
retrieval, data compression and computer graphics. 
K-Means Clustering 
It is a partitioning technique which finds mutual exclusive clusters of spherical in shape. It produces (generates) a 
specific number of disjoint, flat (non-hierarchical) clusters. Statistical method can be used to group (cluster) to assign 
rank values to the cluster categorical data. Categorical data have been converted into numeric by assigning rank value 
[115]. K-Means algorithm arranges (organizes) objects into k – partitions where each partition represents a cluster 
(Group). We initially start with initial set of means and classify cases based on their distances to their centres. Then, we 
compute the cluster means again, using the cases that are assigned to the clusters, then, we regroup and reclassify all 
cases based on the new set of means. We keep repeating this step till cluster means don’t change between all successive 
steps. Lastly, we calculate the means of cluster once again and assign the cases to their permanent groups or clusters. 
 

DOCUMENT CLUSTERING 
Document clustering is the way of collecting similar documents into bins, where similarity is some function on a 
document.Document clustering relates to the use of descriptors and descriptor extraction. Descriptors are sets of words 
that describe the contents within the cluster. Document clustering is considered to be a centralized process. Examples of 
document clustering include web document clustering for search users. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
“Web Document Clustering and Ranking using Tf-Idf based Apriori Approach [01]”,The dynamic web has 
increased exponentially in the past few years with more than thousands of files and documents related to a subject 
available to the user now. Most of the web documents are not structured and not in an organized manner and therefore 
user is facing more difficulty in finding necessary and relevant documents.  A more  useful and  efficient mechanism is 
combining  clustering (grouping) with ranking, where clustering can group the similar documents at one place and 
ranking can be applied to each cluster for viewing the top documents at the initial beginning. Besides the particular 
clustering algorithm, the different term weighting functions applied to the selected features to represent that web 
document is a main aspect in clustering. Keeping this task in mind, we propose a new mechanism called Tf-Idf based 
Apriori for clustering the web based documents. Then we rank the documents in each cluster using Tf-Idf and similarity 
factor of documents based on the user queries. This approach will help the user to get all the relevant documents at one 
place and can restrict the search to few top documents of choice. For experimental purpose, we have taken the Classic3 
and Classic4 datasets of Cornell University having more than 10,000 documents and using Gensim toolkit to carry out 
the work. We have compared our approach with traditional apriori algorithm and found that our approach is giving 
much more better results for higher minimum support. Our ranking mechanism is also giving a good F-measure of 
78%. 
“Clustering Web Documents using Hierarchical Method for Efficient Cluster Formation [02]”, Document 
clustering aims to group, in an unsupervised way, a given document set into clusters such that documents within each 
cluster are similar between each other than those in different clusters. It is an enabling technique for a wide range of 
information retrieval tasks such as efficient organization, browsing and summarization of large volumes of text 
documents. Cluster analysis aims to plan and organize a collection of patterns into clusters (groups) based on similarity. 
Clustering has its existence (root) in many fields, like mathematics, computer science, statistics, economics and 
biology. In different application domains, a large variety of clustering techniques have been developed, depending on 
the methods used to represent data, the techniques for grouping data objects into clusters and the measures of similarity 
between data objects. The first part is a document index model, the Document Index Graph, which allows for 
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incremental construction of the index of the document set with an emphasis on efficiency, rather than depending 
(relying) on single-term indexes only. It provides reliable (efficient) phrase matching that is used to judge the similarity 
between documents. This model is flexible in that it could revert to a compact representation of the vector space model 
if we choose not to index phrases. The second part is an incremental document clustering algorithm based on 
maximizing the closeness (tightness) of clusters by carefully watching the pair-wise document similarity distribution 
inside clusters. Both the phases are based upon two algorithmic models called Gaussian Mixture Model and 
Expectation Maximization. The combination of these two components creates an underlying model for robust and 
accurate document similarity calculation that leads to much improved results in Web document clustering over 
traditional methods. 
“Web Document Clustering: A Feasibility Demonstration [03]”, This paper explains that Users of Web search 
engines are often forced to shift through the long ordered list of document “snippets” returned by the search engines. 
The IR community has explored document clustering as an alternative method of organizing retrieval results, but 
grouping (clustering) has yet to be deployed on the major search engines.The paper articulates the unique requirements 
of Web document clustering and reports on the first evaluation of clustering methods in this domain. A key requirement 
is that the methods create their clusters based on the short snippets returned by Web search engines. To our Surprise, 
we find that clusters based on snippets are almost as good as clusters created using the full text of Web documents. To 
satisfy the stringent requirements of the Web domain, we have introduced an incremental, linear time (in the document 
collection size) algorithm called Suffix Tree Clustering (STC), which creates clusters based on phrases shared between 
documents. We show that STC is much faster than standard clustering methods in this domain, and argue that Web 
document clustering via STC is both feasible and potentially fruitful as well as beneficial. 
“Document Clustering Based On Non-negative Matrix Factorization [04]”, 
In this paper, we propose a novel document clustering method based on the non-negative factorization of the term-
document matrix of the given document corpus. In the latent semantic space derived by the non-negative matrix 
factorization (NMF), each axis captures the base topic of a particular document cluster, and each document is 
represented as an additive combination of the base topics. The cluster membership of each document can be easily 
determined by finding the base topic (the axis) with which the document has the largest projection value. Our 
experimental evaluations show that the proposed document clustering method surpasses the latent semantic indexing 
and the spectral clustering methods not only in the easy and reliable derivation of document clustering results, but also 
in document clustering accuracies. 
“Web Search Result Clustering - A REVIEW [05] ”, The ever-increasing information on the web with its 
heterogeneity and dynamism needs an information retrieval system which serves searcher’s ambiguous, ill-formed, 
short queries with relevant result in a precise way. Web search result clustering has been emerged as a method which 
overcomes these drawbacks of conventional information retrieval (IR) systems. It is the clustering of results returned by 
the search engines into meaningful, thematic groups. This paper gives a succinct overview and categorizes various 
techniques that have been used in clustering of web search results. 
 “Matching Similarity for Keyword-based Clustering [06]”, Semantic clustering of objects such as documents, web 
sites and movies based on their keywords is a challenging problem. This requires a similarity measure between two sets 
of keywords. We present a new measure based on matching the words of two groups assuming that a similarity 
measure between two individual words is available.  The proposed matching similarity measure avoids the problems of 
traditional measures including minimum, average and  maximum similarities. We demonstrate that it provides better 
clustering than other measures in location-based service application. 
“Learning to Cluster Web Search Results [07]”, Organizing Web search results into clusters facilitates users' quick 
browsing through search results. Traditional clustering techniques are inadequate because they don't generate clusters 
with highly readable names. In this paper, we re-formalize the clustering problem as a salient phrase ranking problem. 
Given a query and the ranked list of documents (typically a list of titles and snippets) returned by a certain Web search 
engine, our method first extracts and ranks salient phrases as candidate cluster names, based on a regression model 
learned from human labelled training data. The documents are assigned to relevant salient phrases to form candidate 
clusters, and then the final clusters are created and generated by merging these candidate clusters. Experimental results 
verify our method's effectiveness and feasibility. 
“A Comparison of Word- and Term-based Methods for Automatic Web Site Summarization [08]”, Automatic 
Website summarization is an effective means of making the content of a web site easily available and accessible to 
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Web users. We demonstrate that a content-based approach to summarization, which is based on keyword and key 
sentence extraction from narrative text, is able to generate summaries that are as informative as human authored 
summaries. This work is directed towards summary generation based on n-gram-terms extracted by C-value/NC-value 
method. Key-term-based summaries are compared with keyword-based summaries for a list of test Web sites. The 
evaluation indicates that the key-term-based method is significantly better than the keyword-based method. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

As the quantity of hypertext documents are increasing continuously day by day on internet. In this way, clustering 
techniques will be required to tie reports into the groups (archives) as per the comparability lying between the 
documents. In  this paper, we proposed  an  optimized virtual machine migration  mechanism  which  based  on  the  
Open  Stack  cloud platform. openstack4j  software development  kit  is  a  new  technique  for  creating  containers  
and  shifting  web  documents  into  these  containers  according  to  the  similarity  in much  more  less  amount  of  
time  as  compared  to  the  traditional  methods. We use OpenStack4j for clustering of document while searching for 
documents to improve the accuracy of result. 

 
Documents arefetched  from  the www  and  submitted  to  the  crawler.  A  crawler  is  a  program  that  fetches  pages  
and  information  from  the  www. Crawler inturn  forwards  the  document  to the classifier.  The work  of  the  
classifier  is  to  categorize and  clusters  objects  or  instances  having  common  behaviors  and  structural  attributes. 
Classifier  searches  the  documents  with  the  help of  different  searching  methods  and  algorithms. This  paper  is  
least  concerned  about  the  searching  method  applied  and  its  selection. Classifier will work with OpenStack4j 
toforward  the fetched  documents. IBM object storage  contains  containers  in  which  different  data  is  placed  based  
on  similarity  among  them. Therefore,  particular  Container  is  selected  by  the  Container  Identifier  based  on  
matching  of  documents. IBM Object Storage  is  like  a  Warehouse.  Itis  a  service  introduced  by  IBM  for  storing  
objects. The  IBM  Object  Storage  is  linked  with  the  containers  in which  all  the  information  and  files  reside.  
And  it  has  a  Bi-directional  relation  with  the  Container  Identifier. The  user  can  generate  Query  for  the  
documents  required  by  him.  And  Repository  Select  will  provide  the  user  the  required  information  by  choosing  
files  from  the  specific  container. Thus,  The  chain  continues  and  the  information  retrieval  is  done  in  a  much  
less  time  as  compared  to  the  traditional  methods  because  of  OpenStack4j. An  Annotation  is  an  explanation  
attached  to  the  text,  image  and  other  different  types  of  data and   helps  in  locating  the  appropriate  container  
according  to user query. 
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Result Analysis 
No. of 
Doc’s 

Clusters 
Created 

Average 
Cluster 
Size 

Cluster creation time taken (millisec) 
 
 

Time taken to transfer documents to their 
specific cluster(milisec) 
 

   By K-
means 

By 
Agglomerative  

By OpenStack4j By K-
means 

By 
Agglomerative 

By 
OpenStack4j 

20 2 9 2 2.7 1.8 2 2.9 1.7 
30 4 15 4 4.5 3.2 3 3.8 2.5 
40 5 10 7 6.7 5.5 4 4.7 3.7 
50 8 18 10 10.9 8.9 7.1 7.6 6.6 
60 11 20 11 11.4 10.3 10 10.8 9.8 
70 15 8 14 15 13.8 11 11.7 10.5 
80 14 10 17 17.4 16.6 13 13.6 12.7 
90 17 12 18 18.7 17.8 14 14.5 13 

Fig: Table  showing  the  comparison  of time  taken  to  transfer  files  and  storage  in  cluster  using  OpenStack4j  
and  other  traditional  techniques. 
 

 
Fig: Graph  showing  the  comparison  of time  taken  to  transfer  files  and  storage  in  cluster  using  OpenStack4j  

and  other  traditional  techniques. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The  paper  concludes  with  the  fact  that  clustering  and  transfer  of   web -based  data  is  much  more  faster  and  
easier  when  done  through  Object  based  storage  using  OpenStack4j  as  compared  to  the  existing  methods  of  
clustering  like  Agglomerative  based  clustering,  clustering  by  K-Means,  Centroid  based  clustering  and  various  
other  traditional  methods  of  clustering.  The  above  shown  graph and  the  table  of  comparison  on  the  basis  of  
time  taken  by  each  clustering  technique  to  transfer  the  documents  to  their  specific  containers, clearly  depicts  
that  OpenStack4j  takes  the  least  amount  of  time.  The  reason  behind  is that  it  does  not  need  to  convert  
documents  of  any  format,  it  already  has  pre-defined  and  built  in  functions  that  can  accept  the  documents  in  
their  existing  formats, and  this  feature  is  not  found  in  the  traditional  clustering  techniques,  therefore,  they  
need  to  convert  first  and  then  perform  clustering,  which  consumes  a  lot  of  extra  time. 
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